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Think Tank Analyzes 2012 Maryland  
General Assembly Session and Special Sessions
ROCKVILLE, MD — After a tumultuous regular session followed by two special legislative sessions, the Maryland 
Public Policy Institute has released its fourth annual edition of “The Annapolis Report,” a review of the state’s 2012 
legislative activity. Authored by Senior Fellow Gabriel J. Michael, the report examines legislation in key areas, such 
as taxes, healthcare, education, public pensions, and gambling.

Discussing the report, Michael explained that he took a different approach in putting together this year’s edition. 
“Because of the surprising failure of the legislature to pass a complete budget package during the regular session, 
followed by two additional special sessions, I had to find a new way of compiling the report. This year the report 
focuses less on scoring, and more on the interplay between the various sessions. We wanted to ensure the report 
was released in a timely manner, so the primary goal was to produce the analyses, which have the potential to help 
people better understand these issues in view of the upcoming election and referenda.”

Unlike legislative report cards, The Annapolis Report is not dominated by a single issue, nor does it evaluate the 
performance of individual legislators. Rather, it considers the actions of Maryland’s General Assembly as a whole. 
The report is composed primarily of brief yet cogent analyses of selected legislation. Its purpose is to serve as a con-
cise issue guide for Maryland’s citizens, taxpayers, and residents, by explaining state policy in plain language.

To read the full report, visit http://mdpolicy.org/research/detail/annapolis-report-2012

AbouT The MArylAnd Public Policy inSTiTuTe Founded in 2001, The Maryland Public Policy 
Institute is a nonpartisan public policy research and education organization that focuses on state policy issues. The 
Maryland Public Policy Institute’s work can be found online at mdpolicy.org.
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